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TEMP
ORARY

The dance includes
components such as
various turns, leaps
and acrobatics. It has
more musical elements
than other competition
pieces while still
maintaining the same
amount of strength
behind movements.”

ALICIA LEE (11)

MED
IUM
KICK

Kick is super sharp and
everything needs to hit
a certain position, and
this year our song is a
song that you’d usually
do a slower style to, so
the sharpness of our arms
and kicks really contrast the
flow of the song, which
both makes it very difficult
to do and very unique.”

JUST DANCE, DANCE,

DANCE
Members of the Dance Team encountered challenges and highlights that contributed
to a successful competition season

Beginning in February, the MV Dance Team
began competing in a series of local and national
competitions. Preparations had been underway
since September, as the team learned a total of five
group routines for various competition categories,
including kick, medium hip hop, contemporary,
small dance and small hip hop, that they would
refine and clean in later months.
Despite the rigorous preparation, the team
felt uncertain after two years off the stage. Junior
Angelina Wang, who danced in four group routines
and prepared a solo, recalled her emotions going
into competition season.
“I think this year, especially since [the last two
years] we didn't have many competitions due to
COVID, this was kind of a new start to competition
lifestyle,” Wang said. “I think we were all really
nervous for the first competition and it definitely
showed in our dancing because we didn't end up
doing as well as we hoped, but we learned from
the first competition and as we progress we've
been getting better.”
The process of practice, rehearsal and
competition also allowed members to bond closely
with each other. Co-captain and junior Kylie Chang

found this to be the highlight of the season.
“I enjoyed making a lot of new friends, especially
the freshmen who joined the team,” Chang said.
“It was really nice meeting them and having that in
person bonding experience. Last year, it was a little
bit hard to really bond with the team, but this year,
I think we've gotten a lot closer as a team.”
Senior Arshiya Choudhary sees competition
season as not only an opportunity to spend time
with teammates, but also to connect with fellow
competitors.
“I think competition season brings everyone
a lot closer, [since this] is a time we tend to have
a lot more team bonding stuff,” Choudhary said.
“After competitions, we always tend to go out for
dinner, I think it's like a little reward. I think also
just the thrill [and] adrenaline and being able to see
a lot of the other dances and meet other teams is
also one of my favorite parts and seeing how other
teams are doing and being able to see the routines,
see how we're doing. I think overall competitions—
it's [just] a really nice vibe.”
MV Dance earned 1st place for its kick routine
and 3rd place in small hip hop at Nationals in
Anaheim April 25-26.

IF IT'S UP, THEN IT'S STUCK Junior Aneesha Sinha heads a pyramid formation
during the medium hip hop routine while grounded and kicking a leg out to
"Up" by Cardi B. "[The dance] includes lots of groovy and sassy sections," Sinha
said. "This piece [also] requires a lot of big facials to make the dance more
engaging and interactive with the audience." Photo by Sophia Cheng

ALICIA XU (11)

[D] LOOSE
CONTROL Senior
Esha Ramchurn
performs a chest
isolation in a fast
paced hip hop routine.
The group danced to
a medley of hip hop
songs, which included
"Lose Control" by
Missy Elliot featuring
Fatman Scoop and
Ciara and "Up" by
Cardi B. Photo by
Sophia Cheng

SM
ALL

Usually towards the
end dances die down,
however I love this
dance so much because
[it] progressively
gets harder, so
as a dancer it
really trains
my stamina and
improves my technique.”

RACHEL CHEN (11)

SOLO
IST

I had to choreograph
my own solo which was
definitely a struggle. I
chose a song that was
really meaningful for me.
[I’d] danced to it in the past
for another routine, [but] I
wanted to incorporate my
own style into it.”

ANGELINA WANG (11)
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[A]

[D]

[B]

[A] TAKE ME BACK Junior Kayla Chang competes
her solo performance at annual USA Dance regional
competition. The routine to “The Night We Met” by
Lord Huron consisted of different leap combinations, as
well as acrobatic tricks. Photo by Sophia Cheng
[B] PERFECTLY POISED Juniors Kylie Chang and Alicia
Xu reach for one another during the competitive kick
routine. Leading up to the competition, dancers built up
their stamina and flexibility to ensure their competition
performance exceeded coach expectations. Photo by
Sophia Cheng
[C] MARCH, TIME, HARCH, UP! Junior Rachel Chen
claps to a beat and calls out as the small dance group
walks onto the dance floor. Each dance group entered
the stage in a march, paused once they reached the
center and positioned themselves to begin the routine.
Photo by Sophia Cheng

[C]

[E]

[E] GOOD STUFF
Junior Kylie Chang
arches her back into a
graceful pose during
her solo performance.
Chang performed
the contemporary
lyrical routine to
"Good Stuff" by Griff,
a song she enjoyed
and selected herself.
"After doing solos for
a long time, I'm not as
nervous when I'm on
stage, but it's always
really exciting to be
able to go out there
and express myself
in front of like a large
audience," Chang said.
Photo by Sophia Cheng

WINTER

RALLY

The Monta Vista Dance Team
performed at their last school
event of the year

STRIKE A POSE Seniors
Arshiya Choudhary
and Ariyal Jain hit the
finishing pose in the
Dance Team’s Rally
performance. Prior to
the performance, the
officer team reviewed the
routine with the team,
and cleaned different
sections to ensure that
each dancer’s moves
were correct and precise.
Photo by Sophia Cheng
HIGH AND LOW Junior
Alicia Lee grooves to
“How Low (Can You Go)”
by Ludacris. The Dance
Team previously learned
the routine at a summer
camp and adjusted the
choreography to fit the
stage space and the
team’s relatively large
size at the Rally. Photo by
Sophia Cheng
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